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Thirty-six year old ex-pat Ben isn�t looking for love. His life is a string of meaningless encounters and he avoids
serious relationships. Until he meets Margaret...

...But Like There�s No Tomorrow is Ben�s account of a dramatic personal encounter that changes his life forever. As a
result, he will have to query his judgement, his conscience and his morality. As Ben�s story unfolds, you will feel anger,
sadness and joy in equal measure. You will laugh, but will also cry. You may be shocked. 

This is an explicit and highly erotic novel that has, at its centre, a sensitive love story. The book will leave you both
aroused and touched as it reaches its satisfying climax. Set to appeal to anyone who enjoys a romantic and erotic
page-turner of a novel, readers are invited to question what their own limits are � and to question if our emotions
could override all other considerations and sensibilities. 

As some characters seek pleasure at the expense of others� happiness and welfare, others go to outstanding lengths
to exact revenge, ...But Like There�s No Tomorrow will draw you in and keep you hooked until the very end. Peter
Rumens� powerful story invites us to examine our need for the most important of all emotions � love.

�I had long nurtured an idea for a mystery thriller, but that went onto the back burner when I read of the
phenomenal success that E.L. James had enjoyed with 50 Shades of Grey. I was intrigued that the press and so many
critics vilified her writing and wondered why. So with a degree of self-confidence I decided that I should take up the
challenge of writing erotic adult fiction,� comments Peter.

�The story puts 50 Shades in the shade!� Reader comment

PETER RUMENS worked in sales during his career. Since retiring he has been able to unleash his
creative side and ...But Like There�s No Tomorrow is his debut novel.  
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...BUT LIKE THERE�S NO
TOMORROW

Peter Rumens� debut novel gives us
a portrayal of love, compassion,

betrayal and erotic desire
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